
CHEMICALS

From Ammonia to Zinc, Cascade has your chemical handling solution.



Lift truck attachments  
for all your chemical handling needs.

Lift, Clamp, Rotate, Dump and Weigh 
your product quickly and efficiently.

Is your job handling or storing hazardous materials like 

chemicals, oil, gas, paint, explosives, waste, pesticides or 

fertilizers? Cascade provides innovative solutions for these 

specific material handling challenges with a variety of 

durable attachments that promote secure and  

efficient handling.

From heavy-duty attachments designed to stand up to 

excessive heat or cold, to smart forks that weigh product 

as you mix it, we have something that will facilitate your 

every material handling application.

Lift truck attachments  
for all your chemical handling 
needs.



Rotators
Add 360° revolving motion, in both  
directions, to truck forks. Used for  
load inverting and dumping loads. 

Forward Drum Dumpers
Designed to provide an efficient 
and economical means of handling 
and dumping drums. Can easily 
accommodate various drum  
heights by manually adjusting the  
top drum stops.

Drum Clamps

Drum Clamps improve productivity by 

allowing a forklift driver to handle up 

to four drums per load. Also allows the 

driver to securely grip the drums for 

transporting.

Whatever the application, we can handle it.

Fork Positioners
Quick and accurate fork positioning 
without leaving the driver’s seat allows 
faster load handling with increased 
productivity and reduced product damage.

Magnetic Fork Covers - DAGS
Ideal for handling a wide variety 
of loads. Designed for use in any 
industrial sector where palletless 
products could be damaged from 
contact with bare forks. When 
confronted with an awkward load like 
metal boxes or cages, DAGS can be 
installed in a matter of seconds.

Weigh Forks
These unique and innovative forks let you 
weigh your product as you lift it. The wireless 
display uses Bluetooth® technology enabling 
you to view and track the weight of individual 
loads and total weight of multiple loads. 
When producing batches of semi-finished or 
finished product, the aim is to correctly mix 
the different ingredients and components. 
Amounts and proportions determine the quality 
of the product. A mobile scale helps you attain 
cheaper, safer and more efficient results.
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Foam Clamps
For handling large blocks of foam rubber 
or other light weight volume products 
like insulation materials. The high 
visibility tubular arms are strong but 
smooth to avoid product damage.

Load Transfer Stations
An excellent method for transferring 
loads to captive pallets at the  
receiving dock. 


